
CARE & MAINTENANCE

Intex Concepts products are made from high-grade materials to precise specifications. Our
blinds will provide years of exceptional service when installed, operated and maintained
properly. At the time of installation, you may request care and maintenance advice from your
installer or you may follow the instructions listed below for each of our products.

VENETIAN BLINDS

- When raising the blind, slats must be tilted fully open and bottom rail retaining clips
must be released in order to maintain the quality of the blind. Blinds can be damaged
if you reach through the slats to open the window behind, therefore the blinds must
be raised prior

- To close the venetian, the slats need to line up, tilt the slats in both directions first and
then leave them with their top surfaces facing down to achieve the best possible
closure.

Cleaning Instructions
- In order for your blinds to stay looking brand new, clean the blinds using a feather

duster once a week to remove any dust and debris from the slats.
- The blinds can also be removed from the wall and washed with soap and warm water

using a soft micro cloth. To avoid water spotting, rinse by hand with a new soft micro
cloth and leave in the shade to dry. Do not hang blinds up outside on a windy day or
hose your venetians to clean them as this will cause the blinds to twist and become
damaged.

ROLLER BLINDS

Make sure to avoid:
- When raising and lowering a roller blind avoid "steering" the blind to either side - this

will cause the fabric to rub on the edges and quickly fray
- For spring operated blinds, do not let go of the blind when operating it, as it can

rapidly spring up causing possible damage to itself and people nearby
- Normal spring tension is set at the time of installation and should not be altered.
- Sidewinder operated blinds should be operated with the control chain held straight

below the top unit - any attempt to pull the chain at an angle may result in fraying the
edge of the fabric and possibly jamming the operating mechanism.

Cleaning Instructions
- Wipe fabric clean with a damp cloth
- Use a diluted mild detergent to give a deeper clean
- Do not try to clean the top roller, and do not immerse any part of a roller blind in

water
- The use of any chemicals other than a little neutral soap is not recommended and

may result in damage to the blind
- Allow to dry completely before rolling up to avoid mildew or mould forming.



VERTICAL BLINDS

- DO NOT push your hands through the blind
- Make sure the slats are tilted fully open and raise the blind first to open windows

behind
- When opening and closing a vertical blind, make sure the slats are tilted fully open to

ensure the blind opens and closes properly.

Cleaning Instructions
- Wipe fabric clean with a damp cloth
- Use a diluted mild detergent to give a deeper clean
- Do not try to clean the top vertical track, and do not immerse any part of a vertical

blind in water
- The use of any chemicals other than a little neutral soap is not recommended and

may result in damage to the blind
- Allow to dry completely before rolling up to avoid mildew or mould forming.

RAPID FIT AWNINGS

Ensure
- All fasteners are secured adequately
- Lower screen is to desired location
- Fasten bottom rail in position with S/S clips or Slide Locks, to prevent fabric moving

in the wind
- Back tension the gearbox/motor to tighten screen - Do not over tighten as this can

stretch fabric or potentially break the gearbox. To raise screen, release slide locks or
S/S clips and raise the screen to the highest position

- Rolling up fabric when wet can encourage growth of Mould, Mildew and Cloudiness.
- Do not leave the screen midway unless fixing holes have been installed for the Slide

Locks in a preferred position
- Flashings or hood covers are recommended where possible to prolong fabric

lifespan.

Cleaning Instructions
- Awning cleaning depends on the area the awning is situated. In areas where

pollutants are more prevalent, such as beach front or industrial areas, cleaning
should be undertaken more frequently.  However, normal cleaning should take place
at least every six months.

- To clean an awning, carefully remove any loose surface deposits with a wet sponge
then use a soft brush (non abrasive) and a mild household detergent (do not use
solvents) in warm water, remove dust, salt and other deposits. Rinse off with clean
fresh water. After cleaning, it is recommended to also check all fasteners.



GENERAL CARE MAINTENANCE

To prevent damage, windows should be closed and blinds drawn away from the opening on
windy days. Raise blinds prior to opening a window behind a blind, forcing hands through the
blind will cause damage. Metal components can seize if not cleaned properly when they are
exposed to damp or salty air, therefore blinds that are situated in bathrooms and near ocean
beaches must be cleaned properly at least twice per year to avoid corrosion.
All pre-wiring of motors for any system must be carried out by a registered electrician.  In the
event of any issues, please speak to a registered electrician.


